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Admiroi~traliv.:; Staff C.:.uncil
Bowling Gretn, Ohio:. <13403-0373

Bowling Green State University

-.::::::::Jc;::::>'f?

December 16, 1992
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dr. Christopher Dalton
Vice Presir~~ent or Planning and Budgeting

FROM: Ann Bowers. · 1
Chair, Admin strative Staff Council
RE:

Salary Adjustment Proposal

The ASC Executive Committee discussed the salary adjustment proposal
presented last week and approved on December 11, 1992 by the Board of
Trustees. We also had an open meeting for all administrative staff on
December 15, 1992 for the purpose of distributing information on the
proposal and responding to questions and concerns. The requested comments
on the salary adjustment proposal therefore are reflective of a large
sampling of all administrative staff.
First, we are pleased with the salary adjustment proposal and believe it
to be a very thoughtful and fair plan. The combination of a flat dollar
adjustment along with a percentage-based cost of living adjustment
provides more equitable salary benefits for everyone. We also are pleased
that all part-time employees are being included in this plan. We firmly
support merit pay, but agree that it should be temporarily suspended to
maximize the total pool of monies available for all staff.
Questions that have been raised by administrative staff fall into two
categories. The first category includes procedural questions. How will
this plan affect those people hired during the 1992/93 fiscal year? Will
any salary adjustment be given those who may be leaving BGSU, for example,
someone who will leave in January? Will this plan include grant-funded
personnel?
The second category pertains to the issue of market adjustments and salary
inequity adjustments for administrative staff. Although we do support the
use of the entire $4.4 million for salary adjustments for all staff at
this point in time, we do not want to lose sight of the fact that many
administrative staff have been waiting for some time for market
adjustments. In addition, over the past few years, Administrative Staff
Council has completed salary inequity studies which have illustrated the
existence of salary inequities largely based on gender; inequities which
still exist and may have increased. We strongly recommend that planning
for a market/equity adjustment pool for administrative staff begin now so
that we may have the ability to address these inequities with the start of
the 1993/94 fiscal year.

Dr. Christopher Dalton
December 16, 1992
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One concern raised (and not by those people directly involved) pertains to
the paperwork and computer work that will be mandated with these salary
adjustments in order to start them in January. We hope that this
increased workload will not result in staff in personnel and payroll being
denied planned vacation time over the holidays.
Thank you for proposing not only a salary adjustment for all staff, but
one that is equitable and reasonable. We appreciate the ability to
provide comments on the plan and look forward to good news from the State
Legislature and the Governor and then to the successful implementation of
this plan in January.

GUIDEL~~S REGAHD~G :\IIDYR.t.\.R SALt.\RY ~CREASES

GENER.AL ISSUES· FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES

Ela:t Increases Effective .Tanuarv Hl!=l~. Full-time faculty and

administrativ~

staff will n~ceiv·~ an increase •:Jf S1 040 in their annual salarv base effi::ctive ,J anuarv
1, 1993. For lft9~-93, half of this annual increaso:: (SS:-20'1 for faculty an.i
administrative staff will b.:- paid •Wer the remaining months of the fi.scal/ac:3demic
yr::ar. Clas.sified staff will r•::ceiv•:- a S0.50 pa· hour in~rease in hourly wag.~s
r::fft::ctivt: .January 3, 199:.::, the bo:-ginning c.f the fir5t pay period in 1983. An
additic.nal S5:JO lump-sum payment ·will b•:: made in •::arly F·~bruary 199.3 to fulltime faculty, administrativo? and classified staff as sp•:-cified bt-low.
Retroactive Pmiion of Flat Incr-eases. All current full-time employees who
have been in a regular full-time paid status sinc8 the beginning of the
fiscallacadc2.nric year will receivo:: a 85~0 c.ne-time payn1ent (gross amotmt prior to
deductions D)r taxes, o::tc.) in •::arly February 1893. This payment will hav•? th•=
eff,_::cr. of making the ~.1040 p•::r yo::ar C•r 80.50 p8r hour flat 3alary incrr:-aso=s
retroactive to July 1, 1992.

Cost-of-Liying Increase~ Effective ~Jmnmrv 199::t Admi1ristrativt: staff and
fa-::ulty will also receive a 3.3% ·~usr.-c•f-living increase in their .salary bas~ effective
January 1, 1993. Classified .3taf£ will ree•?ive a ::!.5·:;(; ·~oJst-.:•f-living increase in their
hourly rate effective January 3, 1993. TlF:se percr:mtago:: •X•st-of-living increases.
.
w~ich fojr 199:2-93 will only apply fo:.r the second half of thc2. ~tcadeJ:?iclfiscal year.C'~~!)_,., ,,_c~
1
vnll be calculat.::-d om tht? salarv
- base .:or hc•urlv- rate b-3ftJrt~ the $1040 (or 80.50/hour
increase i.s appli.::d. Eligiblt- da=sified staff m•::mbers will also) r•::eeiv.:: step and
longevity increases.
.
·; .';u

.

• _)'-'
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New Employees. :New full-timt- o::mploy.::es will r•::ceive 3. pro-rated
-r§.1r.Qactiv.:- incrr::ase based •Jll the numb•::r of hours/days paid prior to Do::cemt.::r 31.
199~. =.=1 addition, r.~.ew full-time faculr.v and administrativ•:: scaff \Vho w·~re on paici
status prior to::, .January 1, l\:1~13. will r•~eeiv·:: the mid-y~ar c•jSt-c.f-living and $l0-!0 :;
increases.
'

-·-----

Employ~s No Long·er at BGSU. :SnTplc.yeo::3 \vh.:. n~t.ired or wer.:: laid of:
after July 1 vvill receivo:: th•:- rr::troaetive incre::tse pro-rated for tl11:~ number of pftid
hours/d::tvs betw.::en ,Julv 1 and Dec·::mbt::r 31. Emplco•r•::•?S v:hc• t~::rminated thei'!.·
paid stat~s at EGSU prio;r w "Tanuary 1 fc.r r•::as.:.ns c.-[.h;r than r•::t.irement or lay c.:cf
\'Vill not r2cei•:e any retrc.a.::tiv·~ p&y incr.::ase.

Grant- and Externllily-Funcled EmplovePs. Employ.::es whos·~ comp•?nsation
is funded from grants 01· c•ther ·~~·:ternaily-generated funds will reer::ive th•:: same
increases as empluY•?•::s whose cornpo::ns::tcicon is funded by educatic.nal cor auxiliary
budgets.

Ease Salary for i99::!-94. The bust: zmnual salary from which any increase
for 1993-94 'Nill be calculated will includ':: both th•:: flat oJnd the cost-of-living
increases.

Office of Capital Planning
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0320
(419) 372-8591
FAX: (419) 372-8446
Cable: BGSUOH

March 30, 1993
:MEMORANDUM
To:

Ann Bowers, Chair
Administrative Staff Council

From: Bob Waddle, Chair
ASC Salary Committee
Re:

?AJ

1993-94 Administ:rntive Staff Salary Recommendations

The Salary Committe.e of Administrative Staff Council, as requested by the President and
Vice President of Planning a,nd Budgeting, has developed salary reconm1endations for the 1993-94
contract year. These re.conunendations are largely based on information obtained from the 1~.Y~-93
Ohio College and University Personnel Association (CUPA) salary slllvey. The CUPA survey is
considered to be the best infom1ation available for ptu'poses of staff salary comparisons. It is very
import.:wt to note that BGSU did not submit an upJated report to CUPA for this year. This is
import:mt as the salary c.onmlittee was forced to take last year's submittal m1d adjust the salaries to
reflect the nlid-year increa~e. This also moved the committee doser to a role of being responsible
for the comparative figures, rather than as an advisory group who would review and help tighten
the comparisons. \Vith that in mind, we. feel that the council overall should be careful to keep all
parties aware that there were. changes made by the committee which represented our in.terpretation
of some of the positions, as well as our best attempt to upcbte the status of personnel whose
positions we.re included in the CUPA comparisons.
While many of the concerns of the ASC Salary Conm1ittees for the past two ye.ars were
addressed by the mid-year raises (particularly as shown by the gains reflected in the back up
material, spedfically Appendix B.l), there remain many advances that can still be made.
Specifically with President Olscamp's pledged support tv bring faculty salmies to the 60th
percentile of Category-I Universities, it remains our goal to reach the status of -lth out of 11 Ohio
comp:rrable institutions considered in our analysis. BGSU currently ranks Sth out of 11
(Appendix B), even following some substantial gains on the four institutions ranked directly above
us (Appendix B.1).
While tllis is a positive trend that we would like to see continued, we must still be aware of
the concems expressed by previous sal:rry committee.s. These committees conectly pointed out the
stress and \\'Orkloa.d increases whkh have fallen on the admirlistrative personnel. Adnlinistrative
Staff has also been asked to deal with these increases without the benefit of overtime or comp time,
or even the compensation tl1at a faculty member would get for ~m overload tea.::lling schedule.
Whlle the current State budget situation has continued to hit all facets of higher education, it
rem.:'li.ns imperative tl1at the administration continue to support the excellent staff of this campus by
striving to make adnlinisu·ative staff salaries -lth out of 11 statewide. \Ve must not let the quality of
the applic:mts that we are able. to draw diminish due to salmies that ranl: near the bottom of the list
of our fellow Ollio institutions.
As we proceed witl1 t11e reconunendations, we have not gone into the extensive rationale
provided by the. past conunlttees. \Ve feel thai the. previous des~riptions and rationale are adequate.

-2and have been supported by the Council as a whole, and also the administration. However, please
note that each version is fully described in the individual spreadsheet provided as backup. Also,
please note that Modified Version 3.1 still remains the version that both the conmtittee and
Planning and Budgeting feel presents the most accurate comparison, and thus serves as the basis
for our reconm1endations.

Recommendation One:
Salaries should increase 6% for the next year. This would include the 1.65% increase
which is already reflected in our salary for the 93-9..J. tiscal year, leaving a needed increase
of 4.35% for FY 93-94.
This rec.onm1endation is based upon our goal of reaching the ..J.th position in the State, and
re.flects a projected rate of inflation of 3.5% (Appendix C).

Recommendation Two:
If the 6% increase for one year is not attainable. the.n salaries should inc.rease at the rate of
5% for each of the next ~ years. 11ris should include the 1.65% which is already ret1ected
in our salarv for the 93-94 fisc.al year (this would reflect an additional 3.35% for FY 93-9..J.
and the fuli 5% for FY 94-95) ·
·
Again, this recommendation is based upon our goal of reaching the ..J.th position in the
State, and reflec.ts a projected rate of inflation of 3.5% for 1993 and ..J.% for 199..J. (Appendi'{ D).

Recommendation Three:
A separate pool of money should be established, reviewed and m .."li.ntained yearly to allow
for market adjustments ~md salary differences by gender.
With more than one third of the 56 positions eligible in the MV 3.1 analysis more than 10%
below the state average for that position, this remains a serious situation.

Recommendation Four:
Any salary pool less than 3.5% should be awarded entirely on an across the board basis,
and any salary pool available greacer than 3.5lft·, should be distributed based on 60f~, across
the board and 40% merit.
This recommendation is based upon tlw idea that every member of rhe administrative sm:ff
should have an opportunity to reach rhe projected Consumer Price Increase of 3.5%.

Recommendation Five:
Salary increases for metit should be rumounce.d a:; a dollar figure not a percentage increase.
Also, merit should be distributed in a systematic and consistent manner University-wide.
Consistent with past recommendations, we feel dtat an mmouncement of a total percentage
divided for across d1e board and merit creates a false expectation of the increase in individual
salaries. Also, ASC remains deeply concerned wit11 the inconsistency between vke presidential

s .

- 3area's in the manner in whkh merit is distributed. It is recommended that all administrative
employees be informed in \vriting, prior to their .::ontmcts being issued, of their percentage across
the board and their merit percentage.
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Administrative Staff Council
Oowling Green, Ohio -l3-l03-0J7J

Bowling Green State University

April a, 1993
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Dr. Christopher Dalton
Vice President for Planning and Budgeting

FROM:

Ann
Chair,

RE:

Bowers~

Adm~nistrative

Staff council

Salary Request, 1993/94

The Administrative Staff Council's 1993/94 salary recommendations
for all administrative staff are listed below with supporting
charts attached. The ASC Salary Committee has been requested by
Council to work on another recommendation regarding market
adjustments which will be presented at the May 6th Council meeting.
Thank you for your consideration of this salary request.
The recommendations are largely based on information obtained from
the 1992-:-93 Ohio College and University Personnel Association
(CUPA) salary survey. The CUPA survey is considered to be the best
information available for purposes of staff salary comparisons. It
is important to note that BGSU did not submit an updated report of
CUPA for this year. This is important as the ASC Salary Committee
was forced to take last year's submittal and adjust the salaries to
reflect the mid-year increase.
This also moved the Committee
closer to a role of being responsible for the comparative figures,
rather than as an advisory group who would review and help tighten
the comparisons. With that in mind, please note that the changes
made represented the Committee's interpretation of some of the
positions as well as an attempt to update the status of personnel
whose positions were included in the CUPA comparisons.
While many of the concerns of the ASC Salary Committees for the
past two years were addressed by the mid-year raises (particularly
as shown by the gains reflected in the supporting documentation,
specifically Appendix B.1), there remain many advances that still
can be made. Specifically with President Olscamp's pledged support
to bring faculty salaries to the 60th percentile of Category-!
Universities, it remains our goal to reach the status of 4th out of
11 Ohio comparable institutions considered in our analysis. BGSU
currently ranks 8th out of 11 (Appendix B), even following some
substantial gains on the four institutions ranked directly above us
(Appendix B.1).

Dalton
April s, 1993
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While this is a positive trend that we would like to see continued,
we must still be aware of the concerns expressed by previous salary
committees. These committees correctly pointed out the stress and
workload increases which have ·.fallen on the administrative
personnel. Administrative staff also have been asked to deal with
these increases without the benefit of overtime or comp time, or
even the compensation that a faculty member would receive for an
overload teaching schedule.
While the current State budget
situation has continued to hit all facets of higher education, it
remains imperative that the administration continue to support the
excellent staff of this campus by striving to make administrative
staff salaries 4th out of 11 statewide.
We must not let the
quality of applicants that we are able to draw diminish due to
salaries that rank near the bottom of the list of our fellow Ohio
institutions.
Last, please note that Modified Version 3.1 still remains the
version that both the Salary Committee and Planning and Budgeting
feel presents the most accurate comparison, and thus serves as the
basis for our recomendations.
RECOMMENDATION ONE
Salaries should increase 6% for the next year. This would
include the 1.65% increase which already is reflected in our
salary for the 93-94 fiscal year, leaving a needed increase
of 4.35% for FY 93-94.
This recommendation is based upon our goal of reaching the 4th
position in the State, and reflects a projected rate of inflation
of 3.5% (Appendix C).
RECOMMENDATION TWO
Any salary pool less than 3.5% should be awarded entirely on
an across the board basis, and any salary pool available
greater than 3.5% should be distributed based on 60% across
the board and 40% merit.
This recommendation is based upon the idea that every member of the
administrative staff should have an opportunity to reach the
projected Consumer Price Increase of 3.5%.

/,)•
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Dalton
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RBCOMMBHDATZON THREE

Salary increases for merit should be announced as a dollar
fiqure not a percentage increase. Also, merit should
be distributed in a systematic and consistent manner
University-wide.
·
Consistent with past recommendations, we believe that an
announcement of a total percentage divided for across the board and
merit creates a false expectation of the increase in individual
salaries. Also, ASC remains deeply concerned with the
inconsistency among vice presidential areas in the manner in which
merit is distributed. It is recommended that all administrative
employees be informed in writing, prior to their contracts being
issued, of their percentage across the board and their merit
amounts.

/()

(~

NOTES ON ASC SALARY REQUEST

4/15/93

1.
Based on Appendix A, BGSU is currently in Sth place,
4.04% below the mean. If the other schools get an increase
of 3.5%, and BGSU gets 6.0%, we will then rank 4th, but will
still be below the mean by 1.8%.

2. Version MV4.1 compares BGSU with Toledo, Kent, Miami,
and Ohio Universities, for positions at all 5 institutions.
Within this group, BGSU is currently in 4th place, 4.7%
below the mean. If the others each get an increase of 3.5%,
and BGSU gets 6.0%, we will then rank 3rd, but will still be
below the mean by 2.3%.

Adminislrativ.o Stalf Council
13owling Green, Ohio 43-103-0373

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dr. J. Christopher Dalton, Vice-President
Planning and Budgeting

FROM: Administrative Staff Council Executive Committee
RE:

Recommendation on Proposal for 93-94 Salary Distribution

DATE:

June 29,1993

Thank you for taking the time to meet with us yesterday and
explain the rationale regarding the proposal for the 93-94 salary
dishibution. As a result of our meeting, you will find below the comn1ents
and recommendation of ASC Executive Committee. The Executive
Committee would like to first take a moment to express appreciation to the
Board of Trustees and the Administrative Council for the opportunity to
provide input and feedback in Uris most important topic. We also recognize
the fact that every effi)l't has been made to allocate the maximum amount of
dollars to the salary pool. All employees of Bowling Green State Utliversity
appreciate that efli)rt.
Given the fact that 59.sc:c, of Administrative StatTs salaries fall below
the average salary fcn- our employee classification. we concur with the
concept that we are still feeling the effeet.s of the two and one half years
without a salary increase and that it was more severe to thooe at the lower
end of the salary scale. It is with that thought in mind that the ASC
Executive Committee endorses the concept. of combining a conatant dollar
amount and an across the board distribution of the salary pool allocation.
However, \Ve are deeply concerned about the precedent of separating
the salary pools among constituent groups in a way that leads to a
differential in the constant dollar figure. Although we recognize that the
average salary percentagE~ increas~ is t.h~ same fc)l' each group, \Ve should
point out that employees from different constit.uHlt groups with identical
salaries will not have equitable increases. We ask that a clear and concise
explanation be distributed to all ~mployees to dari(v the rational..:~ and logic
for this approach.
In addition, the net result of this action will incr~ase the gap
between the constituent groups' average salaries. We note that the gap is
even wider than perceived since the faculty averag~ is a nine-month salary.
while administrative and classified staff avH·ag~ salaries are for twelve
months.

"

Dalton
June 29, 1993
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Given the time constraints for the immediate problem, we feel this
distribution is more appropriate than basing a distribution with merit
consideration, especially over the past three years. Since this is the repeat
of the one time exception to the mc;nit concept, we would ask that through
the shared governance philosophy a clear direction be developed regarding
the philosophy and procedures fi)r merit consideration for thE~ upcoming
year.
Again, thank you fin· the opportunity to provide input.
forward to working with you throughout the year.
pc: ASC Executive Committee

We look

PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION OF 1993-94 SALARY POOLS FOR FULL-TIME CONTRACT STAFF
RATIONALE
A 40"~:. merit/60°~ across-the-board distribution would yield too small a merit pool (1.2~~ - 1.6%)
The usual 40°\:. merit/60·::;~. across-the-board distribution yields higher average increases at lower
The impact of going from Fall 1990 to January 1993 without raises was more st:vere on staff at
A straight "::. across-the-board distribution does not provide higher o~. increases at lower ranks as

for three years performance.
ranks, e.g. assistant professors.
lower salary levels.
seen with a merit component.

PROPOSAL
Tht3 increase for each contract staff member would be a constant dollar amount plus an across-the-board percentage increase.
The constant dollar amounts would be different for faculty and administrative staff, reflt:cting the difference in average salaries.
The constant dollar amounts and across-the-board ~.~ increases would depend on the final subsidy and fee increases as shown below.
The average percentage increases for continuing faculty and administrative staff would be identical.
Lowt':\r-salaried faculty and staff would receive higher percentage increases than higher-salaried faculty and staff.
Higher-salaried faculty and staff would receive larger increases in dollar terms than lower-salaried faculty and staff.

Salary Pool
Increase

"~

Subsidy
Increase

Fee
Increase

2.00°~;,

4.00"S

3.00~~

1.30~~

4.00~~

3.5o·:.s

1.50~~

5.00"~

4.05':~

1.75·~~

5.32°~.

4.20~~

1.80~~

3.00%
3.00':(:.
3.00"S

OPB: JCD 6/27/93 (sal increases 6/27/93)

lncreasr::s
A-T-B

Constant $
Admin Staff

Constant $
Facultv

$615
$725
$832
$869

$805
$947
$1 ,089
$1,137

BGSU Administrative Staff Salary Average and Distribution 1992-93

BGSU ADMIWSTP..ATIVE
STAFF SALARY SUWviARY
FOR SPPJt!G 1992-93

DISTIUBUTIOH

COUNT IN RANGE

Below average
Above average

253
170

Below 20,000

36

20,000 - ::!4,999
25,000- 29,999
30,000-34,999
35,000- 39,999
40,000-44,999
45,000-49,999
50,000- 54,999
55,000- 59,999
60,0(H) • 64,999
65,000-69,999
70,000- 74,999
75,(1(H) • 79,999
80,(H)O • 84,999
85,((H)- 89,999
90,(H)I) • 94,999
95,0(H) • 99,999

43

7q

87
. 75<
54

I (., f..t>

(Main+ Firelands)

Ct•.....-n

100,000 & above.
TOTAL

Note: Jun•\ 1993 Sabry uses 1~'93-9-f base (92-93*1.033 + 10-10) e:"lcept where
were reported to BOT personnel changes.

adju~trnent::;

Source: FA CST AFF 9~93; "Pen:onnd Changes", Board of Trm~tees.
VPPB/OIPR:TI::6/2~'/93:Admin

Sal:u·y 9~.93 SUMRY(6f:l3)

42
27
15
17

7
8
1

7
1

2
0
0
1

423
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PROPOSALS FOR SALARY INCREASES rvR CONTINUING FACUL TV FOR 1993-94

·~ ~ Increase
from Current

·~~ Increase
from 92-3 Ave.

2.63'~~

4.27·~::,

3.04·:~

4.es·~::.

1992-93
Ave. Salary

Current Ave.
Salary Rate•

Prop. lncr~ase
$805 + 1 .3·~~.

Professor
Associate
Assistant
Instructor
Lecturer

$59,582
$45,502
$37,964
$26,202
$26,877

$60,532
$46,224
$38,563
$26,610
$27,296

$1,592
$1 ,406
$1,306
$1,151
$1 '160

$62,124
$47,630
$39,870
$27,761
$28,456

All-Rank

$46,627

$47,367

$1,421

$-18,788

1992-93
Ave. Salary

Current Ave.
Salary Rate•

Prop. Increase
$947 + 1.5·~-~-

Professor
Associate
Assistant
Instructor
Lecturer

$59,582
$45,502
$37,964
$26,202
$26,877

$60,532
$46,224
$38,563
$26,610
$27,296

$1,855
$1 ,6·l0
$1,525
$1,346
$1,356

$62,387
$47,8134
$40,089
$27,957
$28,653

5.oG·~s

6.70~·~

4.9T,S

6.61%

All-Rank

$46,627

$47,367

$1,658

$49,024

3.50·:~

5 • •I-.F•',v

Current Ave.
Salary_ Rate•

Prop. Increase
$1089 + 1.75%

Increase
from Curr.~nt

·:· ~ Increase
from 92-3 Ave.

3.55·~~4.57·~.:.

5.2o.::::.
5.76'%
6.22%

5.84·;~

7.49·~.)

5.740::~

7.39·~~

4.05~~

5.70%

3.00%.
INCREASE

3.50%
INCREASE

4.05%
INCREASE

1992-93
Ave. Salary_

1993-94
Salary Rate

.1993-94
Salary Rate

1993-9-l
Salary Rate

Professor
Associate
Assistant
Instructor
Lecturer

$59,582
$45,502
$37,964
$26,202
$26,877

$60,532
$·l6,224
$38,563
$26,610
$27,296

$2,148
$1,898
$1 ,764
$1,555
$1,567

$62,681
$43,'122
$40,327
$28,165
$28,863

All-Rank

$46,627

$47,367

$1 ,918

$49,285

•

3.39·~;

5.02~"

"4.3:3·~~

5.95·~~

4.2.5·~·~

s.ss·;o

3.oo= ~

4.133~~

·~ ~, lncr8asa
from Current

o~ Increase
from 92-3 Ave.

3.06·:~

~·.71·~~

3.55·:.~

5.19·:;,0

3.96c:~.

5.60·:~

·"·~-

4.11'%
-

Reflects Full-Year's Worth. of January 1993 Increase

OPB: JCD 6/23/93 (fac sal option e 6/23/93)

ll\

'
PROPOSALS FOR SALARY INCREASES FOR CONTINUING ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF FOR 1993-94

SALARY POOL
I~JCREASE

1992-93
Ave. Salar~

3.00%,
3.50%

$35,632
$35,632
$35,632
$35,632

4.05"'1~

4.20".':.

..

Current Ave.
Salary Rate*

1993-94
Const $ Amount

1993-9-t
o~ A-T-8

$615
$725
$832
$869

1.300%

$36,193
$36,193
$36,193
$36,193

1.500':~

1.750°C.
t.8oo~~

1993-94
$ Increase
$1,086
$1,268
$1 ,465
$1,520

1993-9-t
Contract
$37,279
$37,461
$37,658
$37,713

% Increase
from Current
3.oo~o

3.50%
4.05%
4.~0%

Reflects Full-Year's Worth of January 1993 Increase

NOTE:

Fee
Increase

2.00~S

4.00~S

3.oo~o

1.30%

3.00%
3.00%
3.00%

4.00~·~

3.50%
.t.05%
4.20%.

1.75%
1.80%

OP8: JCD 6/23/93 (admin staff sal option 6/23/93)

5.00%
5.32°~)

Salary Pool
Increase

c;s lncreaes

Subsidy
Increase

A-T-8

1.50·~;;,

Constant $
Admin Staff
$615
$725
$832
$869

Constant $
Faculty
$805
$947
$1,089
$1 '137

ci:,

Increase
vs 92-3 Ave.
4.62%
5.13%
5.69%
5.84%

,,
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO SURVEY SENT WITH .JUNE MINUTES
17 response::; on fi)rm; 1 memo; 1 telephone call
1.

issue of represnt.ation in VP areas by one departmt-nt (phone call
and memo)

2.

study of reciprocal fee waivers with corner Ohio schools.

3.

study university council concept. that.
CSC, and FS. (building bridges)

4.

personnel position for AS

5.

concern over effect of IAPC and Managing for the Future Task
Force report

6.

grivence procedure

7.

job description format

8.

work load (2)

9.

inadequate fw1ding of ASC

eombin~s

interests of ASC~

10.

staff morale and recognition (2)

11.

day care (2)

12.

Health care,

13.

succession planning/cross t.rainging

14.

compensation and btmefits

15.

committee on non-aeadt-mic functions (monitor the prc)cess~
including findings, analysis and recommendations.)

16.

salary inequities based on gender

17.

Question on SRP

18.

New ID's--keep SSN in~t.ead c}f new University ID #.

19.-

Grant funded employee statuse.

20.

Name change of ASC and c)ur classification

21.

ratk · of CS to AS (relat.c::s tc) wot:k load and who is d.Jing what

ke~?.p

chiropradies and counseling as present

I~

INPEX NO.
D.

FINANCE COMMITTEE (continued)
6. Proposed Long-term Goals and Objectives on Faculty and Staff
Salaries and Compensation
MOTION:

D67-69

_ _ _ _ _ _ moved and _ _ _ _ __
seconded that the Board of Trustees adopt the following
resolution on faculty and staff salaries and compensation:
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees believes that thehighest goal of a public university is to
provide the best education for its students;
and
WHEREAS, the Board has long believed that quality
education can only be afforded to students
by a university attracting and retaining
qualified and talented individuals to its
faculty and staff; and
WHEREAS, the Board further believes that the maintenance of competitive salaries and
benefits for faculty and staff is necessary to
attract and retain qualified individuals; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees has regularly in the·
past expressed its long-term goals for
faculty and staff salaries and compensation
in informal terms,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board
states its long-term goals for BGSU as
follows:
That the highest priority of the Board of
Trustees, after ensuring that student
academic needs are met, is providing
competitive salaries and benefits for BGSU
faculty and staff.
(ROLL CALL VOTE)
REVISED

D

1'1

ADMllaSTRA~STAFFCOUNC~

SALARY COMMITTEE

1992-93 RECOMMENDATIONS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The ASC Salary Committee has consistently analyzed data from the College
and University Personnel Association (CUPA) salat·y survey for the past three
years. Based upon the data, the following five factual statements can be made.
1) In terms of ranking, BGSU average salaries when compared to average
salaries at similar institutions (Modified Version 3.1) remained 6th in 89-90
and 90-91 but dropped ttl9t.h out of 11 in91-92 (see Appendi~ Bon page 7). It
should be noted that the drop ttl 9th was predicted by the 1990-91 ASC Salary
Committee.
2) BGSU average salaries when compared to average salaries at similar
institutions (Modified Version 3.1) has progressively declined from -~.830.~7 in 8990 to -3.83t:~·, in 90-91 to -5.:35% in 91-92 (see Appendix A.1 on page 6).
3) The percentage increase needed to achieve the goal of making BGSU average
salruies 4th in a single year has. remained stable: 12.5'}(, in 89-90 ~md 12.0·~~-:J in
both 90-91 and 91-92 (see Appendix Con page 9).
4) The percentage increase t·equired to obtain the objective of making BGSU
average salalies 4th over two years has also remained stable: 8.5'?{1 in 89-90 and
8.0% in both 90-91 and 91-9~ (see Appendix Don page 10).
5) The percentage of BGSU salalies that were more than 10% below the statB
average for that position has steadily increased from 27 .08i·(~, in 89-90 to 30.:3W'h
in 90-91 to 3S.98C.f, in 91-92 (see Appendix Eon page 11).
The data speaks for itself. The University's administration needs to 1·eact to
the data in the most positive way possible w1der the current budget situation.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
SALARY COMMITTEE
1991-92 MEMBERSHIP

Greg Jordan
Ice Arena
Greg MacVarish
Student Activities
Penny Nemitz
Firelands
Barry Piersol
Technology
Jan Ruma
Alumni
Bob Waddle
Capital Planning
Duane Whitmire
Computer Services

ASC 199:!-93 Salary Re.:·ommendation

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Joshua Kaplan
Chairperson, Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Duane Whitmire
Chairperson, Salary Committee, Administrative Staff Council

DATE:

March 5, 1992

RE:

1992-93 Administrative Staff Salary Recommendations

The Salary Committee of Administrative Staff Council, as requested by the President and Vice President
of Planning and Budgeting, has developed salary recommendations for the 1992-93 contract year.
These recommendations are largely based on information obtained from the 1991-92 Ohio College and
University Personnel Association (CUPA*) salary survey. The CUPA survey is considered to be the best
information available for purposes of starr salary comparisons. Each recommendation is followed-by the
rationale for the recommendation. Supportive information is contained in Appendixes that are attached.
The ASC Salary Committee strongly recommends that the University's administration devote special
attention to the proposals for administrative stan salaries this year. Within the past five years, the
administration has made commitments to both faculty and classified staff concerning enhancements to
their salaries. President Olscamp has pledged support to bring faculty salaries to the 60th percentile of
Category - I Universities, and the administration has approved and implem~?nted part of a two-phase market
adjustment plan for classified staff.
During the past two years there has been a hiring freeze on campus which has had far reaching affects on
all university staff. Although the numbers of stan have din1inished, tha work load has not. During a p~riod
of staff reduction, many staff members increase their workload without compensation. When a classified
staff employee is required, due to workload, to work overtime, the employee is paid either overtime at the
rate of one and one half timas the normal salary or is pem1iUed to "comp" tha time. When a faculty member
is asked to take on an "overload" teaching schedule, the faculty member is compensated accordingly.
Administrative staff are not permitted to "comp" time nor are they compensated in overtime pay.
Administrative statr have conscientiously increased their work load to meet the needs of the University.
Furthermore, these needs have been accomplished without a permanent salary increase. The ASC
Salary Committee feels that compensation for the increas.~.d work load is an important issue in considering
salary recommendations for the 1992-93 contract year, and believes tht: time has come for the
administration to show its support for the administrative staff by endorsing a plan that will bring these
employees' salaries out of 9th place among Ohio state universities (Appendix B).
Bowling Green is an excellent institution and BGSU deser-ves a qualified professional staff. As the faculty
feel justified in reaching the 60th percentile of Category - I Universities, ASC feels justified in seeking the
status of 4th out of the 11 Ohio comparable institutions considered in our analysis. Currently BGSU ranks
9 out of 11 (Appendix B, 6 out of 11 in 1989-90 and 6 out of 11 in 1990-91 ). When comparing like
groups, (see Appendix A.1 version MV.3.1 comparing 1989-90 to 1990-91 to 1991-92), Bowling Green is
moving bachwards, going from -:2.83-:~ in 1989-90, to -3.83% in 1990-91 to -5.35~~ in 1991-92 b.::low the
state average.
•(;UPA- the CUPA r.:.p-.Jrt ref,_:.r8r.o:.;,d l·~;,r•:• i£. a r-=-1=·~·•1 submittoo by the Oir•::.::turs of Personn•:.l at all Ohio stat•?. ~·::h.:•.::•ls. lt ~-=·n::i::-ts
of 159 sp.:-.:.ific job tiU8s and oosaiptions. Who;.n:, multipl8 p•:.silions .:···:ist f.:.r a S!=•3dlk lith, an av·=·rag•:. salar; is ,;ubmitt•:.d. AI :co
submiU-=..:1 is the numoor of years a perso::.n ba.z b._;,:;n ir, th•:. list•:.:! p.:•sili.:;,ns. Tit•? report is C•:.tnpilo:·d and th•:.n r.:~tume.:l t.:. ea.:h s.::hc-:~1
with a.~tual sabri.;·~. for •o•adl school list.:..:! by p-lzition a~ wo:·ll a.> summary informati.ln f,lr o;·adl pvsition.
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In order to obtain our goal this year, ASC would require a 1~% salary increase assuming the Ohio average
salary increase to be 3.5%. However, understanding the current budget situation, we view 12-:-:, ag being
unreasonable and therefore make the following recommendations! ~
_
_ .

Recommendation One:

'=- ~g-~'··Jt·;,~·~··"" ¥.._11-..!.>:'t:·X;,\ .t·:~.u...

Salaries should increase at the rate of 8% for each of the next2 years (once $315 has been added to base
salaries for 1991-92).

Rationale:
1. CUPA survey information considers a total of 159 positions at 15 different state supported institutions.
However, only 94 of these positions are occupied on the BGSU Campus. Consequently only these 94
positions were initially considered for this analysis. In addition; Shawnee State, Central State, Medical
College of Ohio and Northeast Ohio Univt:rsities College of Medicine were excluded from the analysis at
the suggestion of Planning and Budgeting due to the nature of each school and the small number of
comparable positions.
2. From this base of 94 positions, all executive administration positions (president, viet: presidents and
deans) were removed. This left 78 positions that were then utilized in the initial comparison of salaries.
These positions were analyzed six different ways as shown in Appendix A. Each analysis compared
BGSU's average salary to the average of all schools average salaries and showed a p.::rcentagt: difference
from the state average.
Version MV.1.1 compared all 78 base positions, MV .2.1 made a comparison after removing 9 positions (4
faculty and 5 classifit:d staff) that are not held by administrative staff persons at BGSU (ASC believes that
since these people are not affected by administrative staff salary increast:s they should not be included),
MV.3.1 compares all th~ positions in MV.2.1lhat are at 5 or more schools, MV.4.1 looks at only those
positions common to the "Four Corner Institutions" (Ohio. Miami, Kent and BGSU) and Tolado, MV.5.1
looks at all MV.1.1 positions minus just 5 classified staff pos.itions and MV .6.1 looks at all MV .1.1 positions
that occur at 5 or more schools. The range of differences from the state average was -4.70% to -5.69%.
3. It was felt that MV.3.1 was composed of the most accurate set of positions for comparison purposes
and thus it was used as a base from which additional analysis was conducted.
4. To get a more accurate indication of BGSU's position relative to other state schools, a comparative
analysis of BGSU individually to the other 10 schools, using only common positions, was performed
(Appendix B). This analysis showed BGSU to be at th~ ninth position in terms of rank (9 out of 11).
5. The analysis of the four comer institutions and Toledo is of special importance in that the comparison of
these 5 schools is common practice because of similarity of size, student profile, goals and competition for
students. Looking at the analysis shown in Appendix B, BGSU ranks 5 out of 5 (last position).
6. Bowling Green is not a below average institution. In many respects, we are looked upon as being a
leader among Ohio state supported colleges and universities. It is felt that compensation of employees at
all levels should reflect our status within the state as an academic institution. Administrative staff salaries
which are currently 8.02% below the fourth place school (Appendix B) should be increased to a level that
would place us among the upper four institutions.
7. Based on Th•" Kiplinger washington Letter, January 24, 1992 (Appendix F), the ASC Salary
Committee projected a 3.5% average salary increase this year and a 4% average salary increase next year.
If we consider a salary increase at all other state schools for 1992-93 to be 3.5%, then in order for BGSU to
achieve a goal of being in the top four in the state, we would need an increase of 12% (Appendix C).
Understanding the budgt~t situation that exists. we suggest a realizable increase of S% each of the next
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two years, assuming that the other schools average 3.5% in 1992-1993 and 4.0% in 1993-1994
(Appendix D). Such an increase would only move BGSU into the fourth position behind Ohio State,
Cinninnati, and, Ohio University and also places BGSU second in regard to the four corner institutions and
Toledo.

8. Since the $315 was added to the base salaries included in the CUPA survey of state-supported
universities in Ohio, the recommendation of increasing salaries at 8% for each of the ne~1 two years
should be preceded by the addition of $315 to the base salaries for 1991-92.

Recommendation Two:
A separate pool of money in the amount of $44,760 be established to allow for market adjustments and
salary differences by gender.

Rationale:
1. In reviewing salary information both from CUPA and from a separate ASC Salary Committee study, it is
apparent that there are numerous positions at BGSU that could meet the established criteria of being
eligible for market adjustment (ASC guidelines cite a deficiency from the market average of 10% as a basis
for market adjustment consideration). Looking at salary amounts only, of lhe 59 positions in the MV.3.1
analysis, BGSU had 23 (an increase of 8.62% from 1990-91-Appendix E) positions that were more than
10% below the state average for that position. While some of these dirrerences may be explained by
differences in education and/or years on the job, there are clearly a number of positions that are in need of
further review. The ASC Salary Committee believes thai the number of posilions in need of market
adjustment at lower levels of the administrative hierarchy is greater than what is seen in those positions
included as a part of the CUPA study.

Recommendation Three:
Salary increases for merit should be announced as a dollar figure not a perrent increase. Also, merit
should be distributed in a systematic and consistent manner University-wide.

Rationale:
Past salary increases when announced as a total percent divided 60/40 for across the board and merit,
creates a false expectation of the increase in individual salaries. Merit should be an increase earned on
the basis of performance above the ordinary, and thus is more appropriately suited to originate from a pool
structure.
ASC is deeply concerned with the inconsistency between vice presidential area's in the manner in which
merit is distributed. It is recommended that all administrative employees be inforn1ed in writing, prior to
their contracts being issued, of their percentage across the board and their merit percentage.

Recommendation Four:
.
,~
• +11 '{ ~•AfJw-1)...:--P(j
-}:f-l ~
Any salary poolf~ 6.7% shouiCI be awarded entirely on an across the board basis"aFIEMiny salary
pool greater than 6.7% should be distributed based on 60% across the board and 40% merit.
,Ji(;.R
( '111·- .IL 'l{.v,,-((..__ i ()_ v._ ct 0 ) L< (,,·__ (.1 .L{v:.·~-· l!Yt;I;J_6. 1\-'-'l (., .1 °h ic(.r,).l 1}:0 -H-•~ b ,.,.fL,:j_ ·( '-1-I·At~
at 1ona 1e
.
)
L ?:;:. )i• (t~~u-~~~Lu:J f.f_,tJ/LJ-0."
Since the net increase of the Consumer Price Index for the past two years was 6. 7% (Kiplinger Letter
stated 3.1% for 1991 and projected 3.5% for 1992), then salaries should be distributed entirely across the
board until the CPI has been met.
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Recommendation Five:
Any merit distribution for 1992-93 should be awarded based upon performance in both 1990-91 and
1991-92.

Rationale
Since raises were not granted for 1991-92, any merit distribution that may be forthcoming in 1992-93
should be based on two years of perfom1ance {1990-91 and 1991-92). Evaluation of merit performance
over a two year time frame would be the most equitable.
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APPENDIX A

1991-92
SUMMARY OF CLIPA- BGSU AVERAGE SALARY
COMPARED TO STATE AVERAGE
Version

BGSU If of CaSBs BGSU AvE•rage CUPA Average

MV.U

78

$46476

Difference

<:.~

($~591)

$49067

OifrerE!nc.e

-5.28%

MV.2.1

69

$46·113

$49213

($~800)

-5.69S~

MV.3.1
MV.4.1

59

$47874

$50580

($2706)

-5.35%

:25

$--18166

$50543

($~377)

-1.7cY~

MV.5.1

73

$-17334

$497~9

($~395)

-1.8~%

MV.6.1

68

$47753

$5023:2

($2479)

-4.9F~

.

..

·.~···..::.

·

Recommendation based on MV.3.1

4.()()%

3.00%
2.00%
.1.00%
0.()()%

-1.00%

-2.00%
-3.00%
-4.00%
-5.00%
-6.00%

-5.69%

-7.00%
-8.00%
MV.1.1

MV2.1

MV.3.1

M\1.4.1

M\1.5.1

MV.6.1
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4.00%

SliMJ.tARY OF CU~A-BGSIJ AVERAGE SAV.R'o'
O:fw1PAREDTOSTATEAVERAGE
S[o( MOOIAEO VEASICt.IS
ntFiEE 'IEAR 0::\f..t='ARIS(If 5

3.0J%

1.00%
0.00%

-1.00%

-5.007:0

!

-6.001<. ,-3.13::'::.
• 7 •0 u}o
"''

-8.00%

-4.::!6%

-4.02%
-5.28%
MV.1.1

-4.04%
-5.69%

MV.2.1

-3.16%

-3.03%
-5.35%
MV.3.1

-t70%
MY.4.1

-4.8:!%

MV.5.1

-3.3~%

-4.94%

MV.6.1
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APPENDIXB
1991-92
SUMMARY OF COMPARISON OF BGSU SALARIES
\

TO OTHER STATE SCHOOLS USING COMMON POSITIONS

(MV.3.1)
S.::hool

#I of Positions

Ohio Statl3

-17

$5f"..007

Cincinnati

~

$53882

Ohio

41

Miami
Cleveland
Toledo

-~~

Ko?nt
Akron

Difference

% Oifleren•)t3 from BGSIJ

$45701)

$10907

~3.87':·>

$47400

$6-m:::!

13.68'',',

$55883

$50802

$5031

10.00"'~

4.'3

$51730

e.o~s

~.532-'31

$47868
$5141(1

$384~

~

$1971

3.£3':·~

$49895

$171-1

3.E.er.:s

50

s.tsoe:;g

$•18181
$46!3-~1

$1-1::!-3

3.D6·:~

34

$48953

$4861?-G

$:207

0.59~S

Youngstown

313

~-16!:i21

$473138

($-1--17)

Wright

39

$474:::!-~

$-19971

($~547)

-0.94':<.
·5.11}':,

Average Salary BGSU Average Salary

0

BGSU

20.00o/o

15.00%

10.00%

5.0000

O.<Xl%

-5.00%
-5.10%
-10.00%

-15.00%

-20.00%

lC

OJ

J.U

cs

ur

t:S

UA

'tS

WS

~7

8

23.87%

APPENDIX 8.1

T19.36%

25.oo%

::U;IMARY OF COMP"ffiSOf I OF &3SU 5ALARIES
TO OTHER STATE SI:HXII..S USif JG 0)f.1t.+:.r J P.:rSm:-r lS (MV.3.1}-

12.6.::.·
::!o:I.IY.r?~

15.00'!.

11-IREE YEAR cc:t..1PAAI&:.u;;

.

7 2Cf~
7.fB'Io
10.00%
7.00%
8.6!1~·-~

7.03%
2.15%

10.00%

5.00%

o.oo:.:.
13.&-?.o/~

10.35•;f,

-5Jjtj·}.;

1-1..19'.~

-2.18%

-3.07%

-1.61J'.S

-1.39o/.,

-10.00%

-5.67%

-4.80%

-2.87%

-15.00%

. -20.00%

-5.10%

cs

OJ

MJ

cs

ur

UJ\

ws
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199Hi2
C'Ot.1PARJ.S.)f J OF BG.SU TO 011-IER SCI-IL•1S BY Cct.if.t)!J f'LlSill:ir lS

IF All 011-IER SCIK•)LS IUGREII.SED 3.5% AUO 13(;-:::;u IUCREASEO

l::o·:s

1001-~

l>.ppffi-:ID: B
lnsl~ulivo

47

$:-6:..~]

1-1.-r.~~

!:.5666:~

41

~5.5700

{6118-1
f0Jo)38

~7~1l)·1

cn.innati

$...16Ef)

5.05%

f-:.3.""~

t-17-lfll)

00:.

41

$')."£00

$560CI:'J

$941

1.65~~

~55-?..SJ

W•'X•;:!

:i-15700

BGSU
Mi<vri

.18

{5.3f•l1

$53635

{»f)

-O.II:r.'~

:!517:})

:i~I7E;3;3

(':l.;,v•;la!'\:1

:29

$5'i~H

$57579

(~JO)

-1.•}5~.·~

~SJJ31

.!51-110

Toc·:i'

-12

f!Jit?-11

$53".;J3:J

(~::!:.r.:t)

-I.J(f~

:£:...1~~6

i-13181

K·;.nt
J\I.JY:.n

fJ:•

*5::23.5

(~2-137j

-1.76':~

~~nx.9

i--ff.::-11

~-1

f-D7!'1
t5(f4:._;::

~.S-1500

(t>:t-lo:O)

·7.0-E~

f-J?~j

f ..1');.~

v.:~Jogs~.:.v.,-.

~£'

~~El':J:-3

$5:})5~

(t-1-ltfi)

-8AIJcS

H~-21

~~17-3>33

Wll]l1

3"~

~--1£~~..?-1

~-5:.\'J;;')

(~>?.'J.'j.1)

-1!!.3-J~~

~:.l].j~-1

;f. .t9;7·1

~{l Jn.::fGa3o~

1.12

25.00'/o

20.1)(1"/o

14.47%
15.00%

10.00%

5.0J%
0.00%
0.00%

-0.18%

-5.00o/o

-10.00%
-12.30%

-15.00%

-20.00%

CE

u::

(CJ

B3

MJ

cs

liT

t<S

Uil.

\s

\'o/S
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APPENDIX D
1991-92
COMPARISON Of BGSU TO OTHER SCHOOLS BY COMMJN PU3ITIOI'JS IF All OTHER SCHoJOLS
trJCREASED BY 3.5% IN 19-J~-t:\3 AND 4.0S::. in 1993-9.1 AND BGSU INCREASED BY 8.tY~l. FOR EA•:';H OF~ YEARS

1992-1993
lnsti!uti.:;o

# of Posili·:Vis

Qhi.)Stale

47

Cino::innali
Ohio:>

~

MW

Ao.o:->~'ag.:~

Salwy

from EK;·;u

~~Dill.

10

1!191-92

1001-92

AJ='f=o?.l'ldi': B
AveraiJ8 &cla1y

Apper~o:i.-.:8

BGSIJ A'1i'C-'klJ'3
~'-15/()J

8(1.SU A\~r9o.}~

Cliff. from BGSll

S5'35PJ3
$557&'3

$..193'51:;
:i-5119::!

~tX!32

113.71'!::.

5'.:0?13.-:•7

$45i'B

8.~14%

:f53,~~.::

:!'.t74f'JIJ

41

$578.J;i

~-S.t':t:•:.

~~7J

5..1::.%

~;55.'3-~3

:f:r;l)}j2

4.':!

$5'lf.>41

$51719

$18.:!2

3.5::..-:"o

$517.:·{1

:t-ti'E.'S-3

BGSU

Ck."'F.-b-.:1
Tol?dJ

~

.f.')5::!49

~;55:.:::3

(.i'-27.3)

-(l..tlf.,:,

$5'3'~·'31

~:'31-110

·12

:j.51E~11

$f~t}'.?.5

(.i-3'~1)

·0.11:·,·~

s_:..t~(.~.5

:!~8131

f{t
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THE KIPLINGER WASillNGTON LETTER
CirculateJ w.:ddy

toJ

business di.:nls sin.-e 1923-K-./. 69. NJ.--1

THE KIPLINGER WA:>I-IIt:GTOtJ EDITORS
I'i".:~~H-1 SL,li.W.,

D0ar Client:

\VJ<;hir,gl•:.n, [t.C. ::!00(16<::933

Washington, Jan. 24, 1992

If things don't turn around soon, Bush may get licked in Nov.
He will need mor.:: than just a few upward wiggles in gov' t statistics.
Ord'imn.--y votz;:rs will have to feel better about their own well-being ...
their jobs, their incomes, their future and how their kids are doing.
They' 11 have to bel.ieve that things are h·~aded in the right direction.
It's the DIRECTION that counts, m•:.re than the level of business.
If the economy is still weak but pointed up, Bush will probably make it.
But if it's drifting downward, chances are it will be a Democratic year.
P.ightly or wrongly, Presidents get the credit or blame for the ecQnomy.
The President is staking a lot on his State of the Union talk.
Probably too much, by raising high expectations for solutions
that he d·:oesn' t have. Gov' t remedies W•)n' t turn the economy around .••
that will require action by millions of consumers and business people.
But it's a chance to deliver a clear message, what he stands for
and why ... to show that he really DOES have convio.:t:ions he' 11 fight for.
Th~t he will stick his neck out on matters other than foreign affairs .••
sh.:.wing the same decisiveness and leadership he did before the Gulf War.
Sin.:e then, he has drifted ... reacting to problems, not anticipating them.
That's why Democrats are cleaning his clo•:l: o:m the economy •..
pilming th•"! blamt: on him for layoffs, falling homo:- prices, hard times.
Pessimism over the economy is deep·~r than justified by the facts.
Wl1ite-collar workers have been hit hard ... managers, engineers,
banl:ers. real estate agents, gov' t worl:ers. sales people and journalists.
T11ey do a lot of talking and are more visible than blue-collar workers. ·
When they're out of work or their incomes slip, EVERYONE hears about it.
And the East Coast and southern' Calif. are the weakest areas •• ·•
big media centers trumpeting gloom. They also account for a large share
cf the electoral votes needed to win !.lr:!::-:t Uov ... m.:~re bad news for Bush.
Odds are that the economy will brighten in time to save him.· ••
h·:>using, retailing and business spending improving enough to be noticed •.
Thus, bucking up confidence and encouraging more spending and investment.
The current refinancing spree will give companies and consumers more cash.
And e:·:ports will continue strong, as they have throughout the recession.
Many current business changes will make the economy healthier
in the long haul .•• cost cutting, downsi=ing, automating, restructuring.
Focusing on quality, productivity, sharper management and new technology.
Bush's problem is that short tel."ln, they mean disruption and unemployment.
Dem•Jcrats have a. fighting chance this year ... a FIGHTING chance.
But their nominee will probably be an underdog to the sitting President,
who will use the powers of the Yhite House to make sure he's reelected.
Besides, even state party leaders are only lukewarm on Clinton, Kerrey
and the rest .•• figure it may take more than the economy to put them over.
COP'fFHGHT 1•)-J::! THE FtPUUGER \•JA~·UrtOTOU EC•JTCIAS. IU~.
QIJo::OTATIOU U·:jT FERMITTEO. M,&:TERI.OL a.•A·o' tOT E'E REPFOaot;C'EO Ill WI+:.I.E Ofllll PloRT ttl Jo.trf F0fiM WHATS'::oEVER
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Another brouhaha shaping up over parental-leave legislation ...
up to 12 weel:s of tmpaid time off for birth, adoption or family illness.
Congress will pass a bill covering those who wod: over 1250 hours a year
but letting firms refuse leave for the highest-paid 10% of their workers.
It will :1lso exempt small companies ... those with 50 employees or less.
Bush will vet•J, thinl:s leave policy should be left to employers.
TI1at will cause a fuss, but there aren't enough votes to override him.
Retailers will h:ep angling for flexibility in what they sell
and how they sell it, shifting more in•rentot:y and distribution headaches
to th.:dr suppliers. In many cases, ha•..-ing them ship direct to customers.
Uew computer linl:ups will mab::: this p•Jssible for retailers ...
store headquart.~rs staying in touch with desigtl•:lrs, clothing producers
and te:-:til.::: manufacturers to let them l:now what's selling and what's not.
l1al:es stores quicker on their feet and avoids profit-killing markdowns.
!·f.;a.ns LESS fl~:·:ibility f·Jr suppli-=:rs carrying large inventories
and e:q:..;cted to deliver on a moment's notice whenever a ret.:dler beckons.
u.o.rchants ar.:! using instant photos to ht:lp sales of pricey items.
Jewelers, fuLTtiture and ~ntique dealers, for example, snap color photos
that customers can tal:e home when they're considering major purchases.
Tite stor.::~s also give pictures to custom•:!rs for their insurance files.
Fewer El~Gs at hospitals. Medicare will no longer pay extra
for interpre~ation of electrocardiograms ... considers that part of test.
So El:Gs for l1·~dicare patiencs may be limited to the most serious cases.
Congress is catching an earful on this ... may restor•:! separate payments.
l·lon: light will be sh~d on e:·:o::•::utive pay in the n8:-:t year or so.
Secm:iti.::s & E:·:•::hang.;: Comm. wants to make companie3 value stock options
offered to top executives in a clear and uniform way to mal:e it easier
for investors to understand and compare pay plans at different companies.
"How to Protact Your Business," a 200-page handbool: describing
invoice and banl:rupto::y schemes, credit card frauds, computer crime, etc.
Plus tips on legal recou.tse and where to get help. $7.95 per copy from:
Council of ~etter Business Bureaus, Dep't 023, Wash., D.C. 20042-0023.•
Community efforts to get rid of illegal drugs will be stepped _up
by the Office of Nat'l Drug Control Policy. The idea is to get parents,
teachers, the clergy, business people and law enforcers working together .: on e'lterything from after-school activities to helping high-risk dropouts ..
Drug use by adolescen~s has dropped 25% in the past four years.
But heroin and cocaine use remain high among those 17 & older.
No surge of inflation this year. It will run right around 3. 5% ~ .·
up from 3. 1% in '91, measured by Consumer Price Index f:r:om Dec. to Dec.·.
The big difft:r•::nce, energy. Last year it dropped ... this. year it'll rise.
Th.:: CPI increased an average 4% a year during the past ten years.
Ther.::'s a good chance that it will come in a bit lower in the next ten.
Changes in the CPI from one year to the next:
1978 9.0%
1981 8.9%
1984 3.9%
1987 4.4%
1990 6.1%
1979 13.3%
1982 3.8%
1985 3.8%
1988 4.4%
1991 3.1%
1980 12.sx
1983 3.8%
1986 1.1%
1989 4.6%
1992 3.5% (est.)
For a table showing the CPI from month to month and how to figure
percentage gains, send a stamped, self-addressed, business-size envelope
to Joan McGee at our address. There's no charge ... glad to help you.

0flic.;; of C1pid Plmurin~
J06 fl..kFlll•:'~nt~r
Eo\vling Gr•!l!ll, Ohic ~J403
(-1-!!=s)

.}72-35~'1

Fax: (419) 372-8446

April6, 1994
MEMORANDUM

To:

Greg Jordan, Chair
Administrative Staff Council

From:

ASC Salary Committee

Re:

1994-1995 Administrative Staff Salary Recommendations

The Salary Committee L""~f the AdministrJ.tive- Staff Coundl, as requested by the
President and Vice President of Plamting and Budgeting, has developed salary recommendations
for the 1994-95 contrJ.ct year. 1l1ese recommendations are largely based on information
obtained from the 1993-94 Ohi'-1 College and University Personnel Association (CTJPA) salary
survey. The CUPA survey is considered to be the best infonnation J.vailable for puq."'oses of staff
salary comparisons.
With President Olscamp's pledged support to bring faculty sJ.laries to the 60th
-percentile of Category-! Universities, it remains our goal to reach U1e status of 4th out of 11 Ohio
comparJ.ble institutions considered in our analysis. BGSU currently ranks 5th out of 11
(Appendi\. B), but we are as closer in percentage terms to tl1e school in 11 tl1 place than we are to
getting to tl1e 4tll position. While the jump from Sth in 92-93 to 5th this year is very
encouraging, UK· attainment of tl1e 4th position should remain tl1e emphasis in our goals,
particularly in light of the large disparity in salaries between tile top four schools and the rest of
the State. Also, the gains that have been made over the past lwo ye3.fs have taken :;ome pressures
off of increases in general, and may allow for tl1e return of some emphasis to merit increases.
.

.

va..•:"(r-J-~ ~-~1-y_.J. J~~o-L,_,.e_

1. The comtmttee recommends that the emphasis for aJJ u.:k.~-J:sed momes should go
towards increases in salaries.
2. The committee recommends that the salary increases should be distributed on a 60/40
percent split between ac.ross the board and merit. If the 60% does not meet the
projected rate of inflation (3.0% in 1094), then more than 60% should be use,(l to
bring the across the board salary increases up to the projected rate of inflation.

For example:
A. With the avail:lble s.:Llary pool of 4%, the recommended breakout by 60/40 is
equal to ~.4% to 1.6%, but since the projected rate L1finflalion h equal to 3.0%, then
the recommendation would be 3.0% across the board and 1% fc)r the merit pool, as
the ATB should be as a minimum equal to no less tl1an the projected rate of inflation.
B. With tl1e available salary JXX'Ilof5%, the recommended breakout by 60/40 is
equal to 3% and 2%, which matches the projected rate of inflation, and would be the
recommendation.

3S

C. With the available salary pool of 6%, tl1e. re.~ommended bre-'t.kout
.
by 60/40 is
equal to 3.6% and 2.4%, which would put the a~ross the board above the proje~ted
rate of inflation, and would again be the nxommendation.
3. The ~ommittee re~ommends th:1t merit raises be distributed to individuals a~~ording ~ ~
to st:'Uldru:d and .consisten~)t'Ork eyaluations.,m'lfi.ng-t:e~QUl.m~n~~..b¥:-th~6tmi Y.'~'~-r. J"
~~li'l~-L~k>.~ qp11ttt~Olmmttee also recommends tl1~t mer1t momes \~be
~~~-~
disJ:ri..b.H~ments a~ross the bo:lfd.f_ Also, salary mcrea.ses for ment should
~•
1.~ announced as a dollar figure :1nd not a percentage increase.
-1-. A separate pt."\01 of money should be established, reviewed and maintained yearly to
allow for market :1djustments and salary differences by gender.
The salary committee feels that tl1ese recommendations remain consistent with those
of the past, specifically that BGSU obtain the ranking of -1-th in the State, th:1t every member of
the :1dministrative staff should have the opportunity to ~over the projected rate of inflation, that
announ~ements of total percentage increa.ses divided a~."7oss the board and merit ~re:J.tes a false
expectation of the increase in individual salaries, and tltat the number of positions more than 10%
below the state aver:J.ge for that position is still serious and must be addressed in some fashion.
However, the committee is also re-alistic about the state of budgets for Higher Education within
the St:J.te budget. We :1re :J.lso aware that s:llary is only one item in the employee ~ompensation
package, but we felt that the charge of the committee has been to review salaries throughout the
state, and therefore it is ~ertainly the emphasis of our recommendation.
\
\
\

\

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
SALARY COMMITTEE
1993-94 REPORT
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The ASC Salary Committee has .:-.onsist~ntly Jnalyzed dlta from the College and University
Personnel Association (CUPA) salary survey for the pJ.St five years. On the basis of the data, the
following can be said:
1) In terms ofr.mking, BGSU average salaries when compared to average salaries at similar
institutions (Modified Version 3.1) moved from Stl1 in 9.2-93 ro 5th in ~13-9-t. (see Appendi'>- B).
This follows a ranking of 9th in 91-92 and 6th in botl1 S~-~0 and ~J-91.

2) BGSU average salaries, when compare.d to average salaries at similar instihttions (MV 3.1)
gained slightly to -3..20% from -4.046,(, in 92-93 and -5.35% in ~·1-9.2, which had progressed
downward from -.2.83% in S9-90 and -3.S3% in 90-91 (see Appendix. A.1j.
3) The percentage ofBGSU salaries that were more than lOt.:~, below the state average for that
position dropped further to 30.91% from 35.71%. in 92-93 and 3S.9S% in 91-92. These numbers
were up from 30.36% in 90-~1 and .27.0S% in 89-90 (Sl.:.e Appe.ndi;;. EJ. It should be nmed that
BGSU has 25.45'!f, of its positions greater than 1000 ab•)Ve the state average for tllat position,
which is up from 19.64% in 92-93.
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Appendix A

1 99:3-94
Summary of CUPA- BGSU Average Salary
Compared to State Average
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Appendix A.1
Summary of CUPA - BGSU Average Salary
Compared to State Average
Six Modified Versions
Five Year Comparisons
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1993-94
Summary of Comparison of BGSU Salaries
to Other State Schools Using Common Positions

(MV 3.1)
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Appendix 8.1

Summary of Comparison of BGSU Salaries
lo Other Stale Schools Using Common Positions (MV 3.1)
Four Year Comparisons
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Appendix E
Percentage of BGSU Salaries
Greater than 10% Below the State Average
for that Position
Five Year Comparison
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April 13, 1994
Memorandum
To:

Dr. J. C. Dalton, Vice President
Planning and Budgeting 1

1\ !
From: Greg J.::.rdan, Chair ,_.,..,
: (l J.1 h
1
Administrative Stai(._:~jl·-I(/

1994-95 Administrative Staif

('\
~

l
:

J}yl

~J{ary-Reo:.Jmmendati.Jn

Enclosed are the salary recommendations f,Jr 1994-~1.5 which were endors0j by the Administraliv·? Staff
Coun..::il. Th·~se r~commendaliuns are based •Jn inf,Jrn1ati,Jn obtained fmm tho:: 1993-94 Ohi,J College and
University Personnel Ass.:•dalion (CUPA) salary survey.
It remains the goal of the Adminislraliv•:: Staff Council to reach th·:: status .-::.f 4th .:.ut .:.f 11 Ohio
comparable institutions .:.:msidered in our analysis. Bowling Gre•?n has mov.::J fl·om 8th position (~'2-~'3)
to 5th. While this jump is very positive, it is important t•J nute that we are doser in percentage to the
schuol in 11th place than wear·~ to tru~ sd..Jol in 4th place.
Pl.~as.~ note that for the first time the Adn·.inistralive Staff Coundl has n.:.t reconur..::nded a p.::r.:enu·.ge
increase in S.."lhry. Vve ar.~ aware that stale budget rn.Jney is limito::d and the re.::.:•mmendation of a
spedfk inaease is unrectlistk. Rather, we have ch.:osen to fvcus .:m the disLTibution .:.f any salary
increase.

If you have any questions, or would lik·:: (,) dis.:uss this, pleas.:: feel free to call.

4-3
Salary Recommendations
Administrative Stai£ Council- 1994-95

1. The salary wmmille.:: n::.:omm.::nds !hat the emphasis f,)r University budget increases should go
towards increases in sa.Jaries.

.,

The salary ..::ommittr?<? re.:ornm.::nds that the salary incr.::as.::s sho:ould b.:: di::tributed on a 60/40
f":::rcent split between across the board and merit. If the 60 p::r.:.o-nt does not rn•::o::t the prcoj;::.:t.::d rat.::: .:.f
inflati.:m (3J.:ll2rcent in 19~•4), then mo:ore than 60 per.:.::nt sl..::mld bo:: used to bring the acwss the l·•J:lrd
salary increases up t.:o the proje.::to::d rat•:: of inflation.
For example:
A. With the available salary pc•o::.l c.f 4%, the re.::ommend·::d breaJ..:.:out by 60.'40 is .o-qual t•:t ~.4% to
1.6%, but since the prujo::.::lo::d rate of inflation is equal tc• 3.0'1r,, th.::n th·~ reo:o:.nurt•::ndati,Jn wo:ould
be 3.0% a.:wss the board and 1% fc.r the merit pool, as !ho:! ATE should t ..:: as a minimum equal to
no less than the pwje.:t.::d rate of inflation.
B. With th•.:: available salary poc•l of .5%, tho:: re.::o)nuno::nded br.::akout by 60/40 is •:qual to 3% and
~%, whkh mat.::I-t•::S the proje.:ted rate of inflation, and would beth.:: recorntnendation.
r•::o~o:Jmmended bn~akout by o0/40 is equal L.:o 3.6% and
whk:h would put the ao:ro:os:; th·:: bt:oard al.,:ove the proj.::.:ted rate o)f ir._flation, an.:l would
again be the rt:Co)mmendation.

C. With the available salary f•OOl of ti%, tho::
~.4%,

3.

Th·.:: salary committee re.:ornmends that merit rais.::s be distributed t0 individuals a.::o:ording to
standard and consistent work evaluations.

4.

The salary committee alSo) rewn-.rnends that m.::rit moneys will bo:: distribul•=d hi departments across
the bt:•ard. Als,J, salary increases f,:.r m·~rit should be announo)::d as a do:olla.r figure and not a
percentage increase.

5.

A separate J-X•Ol of l11o)ney should b.:: (:Stablished, revk:wed and maintained yearly to alloW/ for
market adjustments and salmy diff.::ro::nces by gender.

